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Abstract
As obligate intracellular parasites, plant viruses catalyze drastic alterations in the cellular physiology of host cells in order to
support their own replication. This disruption often, but not always, manifests macroscopically as disease symptoms. The search
for what distinguishes symptom-inducing virus strains from their asymptomatic counterparts has long been a central component
of plant virology research. A consistent through line has been the conclusion that symptoms arise from specific interactions
between viral and host components. The identification of viral components responsible for symptom development (i.e. viral
symptom determinants) followed by the identification and characterization of interactions with host components has led to
concrete mechanistic linkages between the viral and host interactants for some symptoms. The rise of systems biology ap-
proaches (e.g. transcriptomics and proteomics) has allowed host responses to be described in greater detail, providing a broad
view of the molecular events of plant virus infections. Here, we review the most recent literature describing plant virus symptom
determinants. This includes studies detailing specific virus-host interactions which lead to symptom development, as well as
those which utilize systems biology approaches such as transcriptomics to probe the molecular changes underlying the devel-
opment of virus symptoms. Emerging trends, and how they might inform the future of plant virus symptomatology research, are
discussed.
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Introduction

Viruses are obligate parasites that hijack host metabolic func-
tions and cellular machinery to enable their multiplication.
This reorganization of cellular resources often triggers wide-
ranging physiological disruptions in the host, leading to the
expression of disease symptoms. In plants, symptoms of virus
infection may include developmental defects such as stunting,
malformed leaves, shoots, or roots, or a range of foliar symp-
toms such as chlorosis, mosaics, vein clearing or banding and
even localized or systemic necrosis. Some infections may
even lead to premature death of the plant. An early theory

on how plant viruses induce symptoms in their hosts called
the competitive disease model proposed that symptoms arise
from these intracellular parasites merely overwhelming their
hosts, with the host diverting too many resources to viral rep-
lication to maintain its normal cellular function. Nonetheless,
this theory failed to explain the accumulating examples show-
ing a lack of correlation between symptom severity and virus
titer. It has become increasingly accepted that symptoms arise
from specific interactions between virus and host components
(Culver and Padmanabhan 2007; Pallas and García 2011).
This interaction disease model has been bolstered by the re-
sults of the simple but powerful Bclassical^ approach to plant
virus symptom determinant research: the use of chimeras and
reverse genetics to identify specific virus components respon-
sible for symptom development, along with some characteri-
zation of host interactions with the viral component.

Recently García and Pallás (2015) reviewed the literature
on plant virus pathogenicity factors. This review was largely
comprised of case studies affirming the notion that the molec-
ular mechanisms leading to plant virus disease symptoms are
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highly specific to given host-virus-environment contexts
(Culver and Padmanabhan 2007; Pallas and García 2011).
These authors concluded this seminal article by predicting that
B[d]esigning of novel experimental approaches, mainly based
on systems biology, and development of more powerful tech-
nological tools will be necessary to try to understand the mo-
lecular basis of these more complex plant virus pathologies in
the coming years.^ In light of the recent explosion of high-
throughput profiling techniques brought to bear on plant virus
symptomology research, the vision of García and Pallás
(2015) has become reality. Indeed, the application of Bomics^
techniques to plant virus symptomatology research has made
it increasingly obvious that symptom development is a dy-
namic process, composed of complex interplays between mul-
tiple viral and host interactants. In this review, we provide an
update on the state of plant virus symptomatology research
provided by García and Pallás (2015). We critically analyze
the recent literature on the identification of plant virus symp-
tom determinants and characterization of host responses to
virus infection for symptom development through the use of
advanced profiling techniques (transcriptomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, etc.). From these analyses, we note some
emerging trends in plant-virus interaction research that may
advance this field in the future.

Virus components involved in symptom
development

The interaction disease model posits that symptoms arise from
perturbations in host physiology arising from specific interac-
tions between virus and host components (Culver and
Padmanabhan 2007). These virus components are often called
symptom determinants or pathogenicity determinants.
Changes to the interactions between these host and virus com-
ponents often lead to alterations in symptom development.

Non-protein virus-host interactions for symptom
development

Plant virus symptom determinants may map to either of the
main two components of the virus: the nucleic acid genome
itself or the proteins which it encodes. There have been cases
of symptom determinants being mapped to non-coding re-
gions of the genome (Rodríguez-Cerezo et al. 1991), to a
non-protein-coding viral satellite (sat) RNA (Shimura et al.
2011; Smith et al. 2011), or to silent mutations (Hirata et al.
2003; Krause-Sakate et al. 2005). In particular, the work of
Shimura et al. (2011) and Smith et al. (2011) generated signif-
icant interest by delineating a mechanism for symptom devel-
opment in which sequence complementarity between a
satRNA of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV, genus
Cucumovirus, family Bromoviridae) and a host mRNA

coding for a chlorophyll synthesis gene leads to silencing of
the host mRNA and production of chlorosis symptoms. More
recent examples of this mechanism of symptom production
include a 25 nt segment of the tomato yellow leaf curl virus
(TYLCV, genus Begomovirus, family Geminiviridae)
intergenic region that has near perfect complementarity to a
long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) of tomato. This complemen-
tarity between the TYLCV genome and host lncRNA leads to
RNA silencing of the lncRNA (Yang et al. 2019). The
lncRNA was found to be involved in tomato development
and is upregulated during TYLCV infection of a susceptible
tomato cultivar and downregulated in a resistant cultivar.
Interestingly, the lncRNA sequence in a TYLCV-resistant to-
mato cultivar contains a 14 nt deletion that abolishes the com-
plementarity between the lncRNA sequence and viral small
interfering (vsi) RNAs derived from the TYLCV intergenic
region (Yang et al. 2019).

Similarly, twisting and stunting in N. benthamiana caused
by rice stripe virus (RSV, genus Tenuivirus, family
Phenuviridae) has been linked to silencing of Nbe1F4A via
targeting by vsiRNAs derived from a segment of the RSV
RNA4 which shares homology with the Nbe1F4A sequence
(Shi et al. 2016).

Direct virus-host protein interactions for symptom
development

In contrast to the handful of examples of nucleic acid-based
symptom determinants, the vast majority of plant virus symp-
tom determinants are proteins. Viral protein symptom deter-
minants include the coat protein (CP) and associated products
such as the read through protein (RTP, a minor capsid protein);
movement protein (MP) and associated triple gene block
(TGB) protein; viral suppressor of RNA silencing (VSR);
genome-linked viral protein (VPg); and replicases, such as
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and associated do-
mains such as the methytransferase (MT) or helicase (HEL).
The disruption of the interaction between virus and host pro-
tein components may be direct or indirect.

Direct disruption of virus-host protein interactions requires
the alteration of molecular contact points between the separate
components. This could be through the targeted mutation of
individual residues required for the interaction to occur or
through mutations which disrupt protein structural domains,
preventing proper intermolecular contacts. As an example of
the former, a serendipitous mutation of Arg284 to cysteine in
the MT domain of the replicase protein of cucumber green
mottle mosaic virus (CGMMV, genus Tobamovirus, family
Virgaviridae) produced attenuated symptoms and delayed vi-
rus accumulation in Nicotiana benthamiana (Liu et al. 2017).
Modeling of mutant replicases revealed that substitution of the
native arginine did not alter the domain structural organiza-
tion, and thus the functionality, of the replicase. The surface-
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exposed nature of the residue led these authors to speculate
that mutations producing attenuated symptoms were likely
altering interactions between the replicase and its viral and/
or host partners (Liu et al. 2017). Follow up work to identify
these partners and delineate how interruption of these interac-
tions leads to altered symptoms would be of interest.

Similarly, mutation K67E (lysine to glutamic acid) in the
triple gene block 3 protein (TGB3) of pepino mosaic virus
(PepMV, genus Potexvirus, family Alphaflexiviridae) con-
verts a mild strain to aggressive in both tomato and Datura
inoxia (Hasiów-Jaroszewska et al. 2011). Furthermore, long-
term passaging of PepMV revealed that this mutation is under
positive selective pressure and predicted, along with other
mutations found to be associated with increase symptom se-
verity during long-term passage, to lie on the surface of the
TGB3 protein (Minicka et al. 2015). As with most other
symptom determinants, this suggests that the alteration in
symptoms may arise from changes to protein-protein interac-
tions induced by the mutation.

Another example of a single amino acid acting as a symp-
tom determinant is the MP of broad bean wilt virus 2 (BBWV-
2, genus Fabavirus, family Secoviridae). Symptom determi-
nation of BBWV-2 in both N. benthamiana and Capsicum
annuum was mapped to a single amino acid, Arg424, of this
protein and this residue was both necessary and sufficient to
induce symptoms (severe mosaic, vein clearing, and leaf mal-
formation). However, themechanistic underpinnings of symp-
tom development remain unknown and it was not established
if there is a difference in titer between the parent isolates used
for this study (Seo et al. 2017).

An intriguing example of how protein-protein interactions
can alter symptomatology is that of CMV infection in
N. clevelandii, where it was found that symptoms were mod-
ulated not based on the amount of a viral component but on
the intensity of the binding interaction between host and viral
proteins. While CMV strain R induces green mosaic and mal-
formation symptoms on N. clevelandii, a mutant bearing a
single amino acid change (glutamic acid to arginine) to a
surface-exposed β loop of the CP induces chlorotic spots on
inoculated leaves and induces severe necrosis leading to plant
death (Salánki et al. 2011). While both the wild type and
mutant CP were able to interact with the F1 complex of ATP
synthase, it was found that the mutated CP formed much
stronger molecular contacts with the F1 complex, lethally in-
terfering with its function in cellular respiration, leading to
severe necrosis and plant death (Gellért et al. 2018).

The fidelity of the overall structure of the viral compo-
nent, rather than the presence of specific residues, may be
crucial for virus-host interactions for symptom develop-
ment. Deletion of five amino acids near the C-terminus of
the RTP of potato leafroll virus (PLRV, genus Polerovirus,
family Luteoviridae) was sufficient to significantly de-
crease virus titer and reduce the appearance of interveinal

chlorosis in hairy nightshade (Solanum sarrachoides) (Xu
et al. 2018). This decrease in virus accumulation held true
for other hosts, including N. benthamiana and Physalis
floridana (ground cherry), along with a delay in symptom
expression. Protein modeling revealed that the deleted res-
idues formed a distinctive ordered domain in this otherwise
characteristically disordered portion of the RTP. Revertant
isolates (which regained high viral accumulation and
symptom induction) contained duplicated sequences which
restored a crucial α helix structure. Interestingly, these du-
plicated sequences were not identical to those deleted in
the original mutant. Further study demonstrated that the α-
helix itself, not the particular residues it contains, was nec-
essary for normal virus accumulation and symptom devel-
opment, with the only specific residue requirement being
an aromatic residue (Y, H, or F) at the terminus of the helix
(Xu et al. 2018). This suggests that in some systems, con-
siderations of alterations to the overall protein structure
may be more informative than identification of single ami-
no acid mutations which affect symptom development.

The determinant of vein clearing symptoms by grapevine
fanleaf virus (GFLV, genus Nepovirus, family Secoviridae)
strain GHu in N. benthamiana had previously been mapped
to the ultimate 408 nt of the 1EPol (RdRp) coding region,
though it could not be resolved whether symptoms were de-
termined by the nucleotide or amino acid sequence of this
region (Vigne et al. 2013). Recently, it has been shown that
vein clearing symptoms are modulated by a single amino acid,
Lys802, of the 1EPol protein (Osterbaan et al. 2019). This
residue lies between a highly structured region and a predicted
alpha-helix motif of unknown function, both of which are
highly conserved among GFLV isolates, suggesting that the
identity of this residue modulates the overall structure of the
1EPol C-terminus and thus its ability to interact with other
components to induce symptom development (Osterbaan
et al. 2019).

Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of the ourmia melon virus
(OuMV, genus Ourmiavirus) MP identified two mutants
showing necrosis (Pro202 to alanine) and pronounced mosaic
symptoms (Gly137 to alanine) in N. benthamiana, in contrast
to the mild chlorosis symptoms induced by the wild type
virus. Interestingly, neither of the mutated amino acids were
predicted to be solvent exposed; thus it is unlikely that these
mutations directly altered or abolished an intermolecular con-
tact point. However, both of the mutated residues (proline and
glycine) are structurally unique among amino acids and sub-
stitution of these residues often disrupts protein structure
(Betts and Russell 2007). Such a change in protein confirma-
tion could disrupt intermolecular contacts. One of the residues
(Gly137) was strictly conserved among OuMV isolates and
closely related viruses, suggesting that pressure exists to self-
attenuate the virus’ potential to induce symptoms (Margaria
et al. 2016).
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In another case of self-attenuation of symptom induction,
deletion of amino acids 58 to 84 of wheat streak mosaic virus
(WSMV, genus Tritimovirus, family Potyviridae) increased
the severity of chlorosis symptoms in a range of systemic
hosts, including wheat, barley, maize, and rye. This increase
in severity was accompanied by an increased accumulation of
both viral RNA and CP (Tatineni et al. 2017). Since the mite
vector ofWSMV prefers to feed on green tissue, these authors
suggest that the self-attenuation of chlorosis symptoms may
be an adaptive trait to promote acquisition and spread of the
virus by its vector, a conclusion supported by a recent report
that these residues are necessary for efficient transmission by
the wheat curl mite (Tatineni et al. 2018).

Systemic necrosis, or lethal systemic necrosis, is widely
accepted to be the result of a system-wide runaway induction
of the hypersensitive response (HR) in certain plant-virus in-
fections. Since it shares molecular event similarities with HR,
it is assumed that systemic necrosis is the result of pro-
grammed cell death triggered by R-gene recognition of a path-
ogen effector gene. The 11 K domain of tomato torrado virus
(ToTV, genus Torradovirus, family Secoviridae) lies at the N-
terminus of its RNA1-encoded polyprotein, just upstream of
the protease cofactor domain. The 11 K domain induces an
HR-like response during transient expression in
N. benthamiana and enhances the pathogenicity of a heterol-
ogous virus such as potato virus X (PVX, genus Potexvirus,
family Alphaflexiviridae). PVX typically causes mild mosaic
on systemically infected leaves, while PVX expressing the
11 K domain induced severe necrosis both on inoculated and
systemic leaves. This domain did not exhibit any silencing
suppressor activity (Wieczorek and Obrępalska-Stęplowska
2016). It will be interesting to see if these results in a heterol-
ogous system translate to a distinct function for the 11 K do-
main in tomato.

The C-terminus of the 2AHP putative homing protein of
GFLV strain F13 functions as an avirulence (avr) factor in
N. occidentalis, eliciting a genuine HR on inoculated leaves
and via transient expression. However, this HR is not suffi-
cient to perfectly restrict the virus as the authors noted that
some plants did become systemically infected with variants
harboring the avr portion of the 2AHP protein (Martin et al.
2018). It would be interesting to investigate the dynamics of
HR establishment and maintenance to determine which envi-
ronmental factors play a role in the inconsistent ability of
strain F13 to escape HR-mediated restriction.

The C4 MP of beet severe curly top virus (BSCTV, genus
Curtovirus, family Geminiviridae) interacts with the catalytic
domains of CLAVATA1, a receptor kinase with a central role
in shoot meristem regulation (Li et al. 2018). This interaction
is dependent on the S-acylation (addition of a fatty acid chain)
of the C4 protein. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the S-acylation site
of C4 serves as a determinant for leaf-curling and vein-
swelling symptoms. BSCTV mutants producing a version of

C4 in which the S-acylation site had been abolished were
systemically infectious but did not produce symptoms (Li
et al. 2018). Thus, mutation of the symptom determinant site
does not directly abolish an interaction with a host component,
but instead prevents the post-translational modification need-
ed for the interaction. Similarly, the C4 protein of apple
geminivirus (AGV, unassigned genus, family Geminiviridae)
induced severe upward curling in N. benthamiana when
expressed from a PVX vector. As with BSCTV (Li et al.
2018), mutation of a putative S-palmitoylation site altered
C4 localization and reduced its ability to induce symptoms
(Zhan et al. 2018).

Similarly, the βC1 protein of the betasatellite of tomato
yellow leaf curl China virus (TYLCCNB, genus
Begomovirus, family Geminiviridae), which is a pathogenici-
ty factor which functions as a VSR, can be phosphorylated by
SnRK1, a protein kinase of N. benthamiana involved in host
defense against geminiviruses. When co-inoculated with its
helper virus, wild type TYLCCNB produces severe leaf curl-
ing and shoot twisting in N. benthamiana. Mutations which
mimic phosphorylation of βC1 leads to attenuation of disease
symptoms. This attenuation was also seen with heterologous
expression in PVX vector. The mutations had no effect on
βC1 localization, though they did impair the ability of βC1
to interact with NbAS1, a transcription factor which controls
leaf development (Zhong et al. 2017). This is another example
of virus-host interactions being modulated through post-
translational modification of viral components, leading to al-
terations in symptom development.

Interaction between the viral protein genome-linked (VPg)
of potyviruses and proteins in the elongation initiation factor
4E (eIF4E) family is required for successful potyvirus infec-
tion and thus eIF4E alleles are a common focus of recessive
resistant breeding against potyviruses (Robaglia and Caranta
2006). Recently Gomez et al. (2019) found that the VPg of
cassava brown streak virus (CBSV, genus Ipomovirus, family
Potyviridae) can interact with a distinct clade of eIF4E pro-
teins called novel cap-bind protein (nCBPs). Simultaneous
introduction of indels to two nCBP genes via CRISPR/Cas9
in cassava caused CBSV to produce delayed and attenuated
symptoms, though the endpoint titer in wild type and edited
plants was not significantly different.

Indirect virus-host protein interactions for symptom
development

Symptom development may be affected if the localization of a
symptom-associated component (host or virus) is altered even
if its functionality remains intact. For example, the difference
in symptom expression in N. benthamiana of two isolates of
pepper mild mottle virus (PMMoV, genus Tobamovirus, fam-
ily Virgaviridae) was mapped to the 126 kDa replicase pro-
tein, which is a VSR. No qualitative difference in the silencing
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suppressor activity of the 126 kDa protein of these two isolates
could be found but their cellular localization differed. The
126 kDa protein of a mild isolate, which produced no symp-
toms on inoculated leaves and minimal leaf distortions and
chlorotic mottle on systemically infected leaves, was localized
to the nucleus and the cell periphery. In the severe isolate,
which induced necrosis on inoculated leaves and chlorotic
mottle on upper leaves, the 126 kDa protein formed small
cytoplasmic punctae and was strongly aggregated along the
cell periphery. Therefore, the authors hypothesized that aber-
rant localization of the 126 kDa protein from the mild isolate
explains the attenuated host response (Han et al. 2017).

Similarly, the cysteine-rich proteins (CRPs) of six different
carlaviruses enhanced the accumulation of a heterologous
PVX vector. Along with other lines of evidence, this suggests
that CRPs act as weak VSRs (Fujita et al. 2018). The deter-
minant for symptoms induced by PVX harboring carlavirus
CRPs, including leaf malformations and necrosis inNicotiana
occidentalis, was mapped to the highly-variable N-terminus
region of these proteins, though both the highly conserved
nuclear localization signal (NLS) and zinc finger (ZF) do-
mains of the CRP were required for symptom induction
(Fujita et al. 2018). How precisely this N-terminus region
functions in symptom induction remains to be determined,
though the authors hint that this region may be involved in
cellular localization of the CRP, particularly in the proportion-
ing of the protein to different cellular compartments.

In another example, both transient and heterologous ex-
pression of the radish mosaic virus (RaMV, genus
Comovirus, family Comoviridae) HEL domain induced cell
death in N. benthamiana (Hashimoto et al. 2015). These au-
thors linked the membrane-modification functions of this do-
main to the programmed cell death response and found that
this function of the HEL protein was conserved in closely
related viruses, despite little sequence consensus of this region
(Hashimoto et al. 2015). Interesting, the HEL domain only
causes cell death when expressed transiently. The viruses
encoding the HEL domains do not induce cell death when
infecting N. benthamiana. This confirms that plant viruses
often self-attenuate their potential to drastically, or lethally,
disrupt host physiology (Paudel and Sanfaçon 2018).

Plant shoot apical meristems (SAMs) are typically resistant
to most viral infections. While some viruses can transiently
infect the SAM during early infection via deployment of
VSRs, this invasion is cleared later in the infection cycle by
strong RNA silencing activity in the SAM. In the case of
CMV, it appears that this clearing of viral infection from the
SAMmay be aided by the virus itself through self-attenuation.
Mutation of a conserved N-terminal arginine-rich region with
RNA-binding capacity in the CMV CP enabled the mutant to
persistently infect the SAM of A. thaliana, resulting in severe
stunting and loss of apical dominance (Zhang et al. 2017).
While wild type CMV CP was able to suppress the silencing

suppressor activity of the 2b protein in green fluorescence
protein (GFP) patch-infiltration assays, the arginine-mutated
form had loss this function. Furthermore, the wild type CP had
higher RNA binding activity than the mutated form. Both
forms of the CP co-localized with host RNA silencing com-
ponents RDR6 and SGS3 during infection. These authors pro-
posed that wild type CP binds CMV RNAs, blocking their
translation and increasing their use as templates for secondary
siRNA production, thereby increasing host RNA silencing
activity against CMV and allowing the host to clear CMV
from the SAM (Zhang et al. 2017).

It is widely assumed and accepted that chlorosis symptoms
arise from alterations to chloroplast structure and/or function
that occur during viral infection. This assumption is now be-
ing validated by the multitude of transcriptomics and proteo-
mics papers demonstrating that chloroplast-related genes (and
proteins) are widely represented among differentially-
expressed genes identified during viral infection (see below).
We are also starting to see these broad data confirmed by
specific functional characterization of the identified genes.
For example, the CP of a chlorosis-inducing strain of CMV
(CMV-M) interacts with chloroplast ferredoxin I (Fd I) pro-
tein, while the CP of a green mosaic-inducing strain (CMV-Q)
does not (Qiu et al. 2018). Additionally, these authors were
able to demonstrate that CMV-MCP interacts with a precursor
form of Fd I, preventing its proper localization to chloroplasts
and thus inhibiting chloroplast function (Qiu et al. 2018).

Symptom remission, or Brecovery ,̂ is a common phenom-
enon among geminiviruses. In a functional comparison of two
geminiviruses which differ in their symptom remission phe-
notypes in N. tabacum, it was found that the CP precursor
(AV2 protein) of the remission-type geminivirus tomato leaf
curl Gujarat virus (ToLCGV, genus Begomovirus, family
Geminiviridae) lacked the ability to block RDR1-mediated
antiviral silencing. While tobacco RDR1 is able to direct the
hypermethylation of the ToLCGV genome, leading to reduced
virus titer and concomitant symptom remission in newly
emerged leaves, this activity is blocked by the AV2 protein
of a non-remission type virus, tomato leaf curl New Delhi
virus (ToCNDV, genus Begomovirus, family Geminiviridae),
thus allowing ToLCNDV to maintain high virus titer and in-
duce symptoms throughout the course of infection (Basu et al.
2018).

Host components involved in symptom
development

Advanced profiling techniques have enabled great strides in
advancing our understanding of virus-host interactions for
symptom development. Nonetheless, it is still common for
transcriptomic studies of plant virus infection to be largely
descriptive rather than hypothesis-driven. Comparison of the
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transcriptomes of healthy tissue to those from virus-infected
tissue provide a broad overview of the impacts of viral infec-
tion on host gene transcription. However, this one-host-one-
virus experimental design leaves us with few helpful lines of
enquiry with which to probe the data. Fortunately, as the price
of high-throughput transcriptomic services has fallen, it has
become more feasible to integrate more variables for compar-
ison in transcriptomic studies, such as infections with different
virus variants, comparisons of several hosts, or time-course
monitoring of gene expression changes. This increased gran-
ularity allows us to ask more precise questions of the data such
as Bwhat is the order in which gene expression changes during
viral infection?^ or Bwhich genes are specifically regulated by
virus X but not by virus Y^or Bwhich pathways are common-
ly altered during most virus infections, regardless of host?^

In some cases, it is easy to generate hypotheses linking
visual virus symptoms to those host genes which must be
perturbed to produce them. For example, chlorosis is assumed
to arise from alteration of genes controlling chlorophyll con-
tent. Reddening or other aberrant red-purple pigmentations is
assumed to be the result of alterations to anthocyanin or fla-
vonoid production. To confirm the former hypothesis, Chen
et al. (2018) produced transgenic A. thaliana expressing the
full length genome of brassica yellows virus (BrYV, genus
Polerovirus, family Luteorividae) which caused purple color-
ation of old leaves, among other symptoms. These authors
analyzed two such transgenic lines, comparing the global tran-
scriptome of these lines against wild type A. thaliana. By
using two independent transgenic lines for comparative tran-
scriptomics, they were able to identify differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) which were shared in the two transgenic lines,
allowing them to confidently identify DEGs that were the
result of BrYV expression, rather than incidental DEGs due
to the genomic context of the BrYV transgene. As expected,
many host genes involved in flavonoid metabolism were dis-
turbed in both transgenic lines, concomitant with increased
anthocyanin content in these plants (Chen et al. 2018). This
comparative transcriptomics approach to identify host genes
perturbed by virus infection is particularly elegant to better
distinguish background noise from true changes to host
physiology.

The link between chlorosis and chloroplast related genes
was confirmed in N. benthamiana plants infected with RSV
(Shi et al. 2016). Importantly, these authors followed up their
microarray analyses with virus-induced gene silencing
(VIGS) experiments showing that silencing of differentially
expressed genes identified by the microarrays lead to chloro-
sis. Interestingly, one of the silencing constructs (targeting
eIF4A) produced leaf twisting and overall stunting, character-
istic symptoms of RSV infection of N. benthamiana. It was
later confirmed that leaf twisting and stunting caused by RSV
is the result of silencing of Nbe1F4A targeted by vsiRNAs
derived from a segment of the RSV RNA4 which shares

homology with the Nbe1F4A sequence. A similar mechanism
for symptom etiology was previously demonstrated for chlo-
rosis induced by the CMV Y satellite RNA (Shimura et al.
2011; Smith et al. 2011).

While transcriptomic studies can easily generate large
datasets indicating genes affected by virus infection, it re-
mains necessary to follow-up these surveys with functional
characterization of the identified genes. The miRNA nbe-
miR166h-p5 was found to be upregulated during PVX infec-
tion ofN. benthamiana (Wang et al. 2018). Suppression of nb-
miR166h-p5 was found to attenuate leaf yellowing symptoms
of both PVX and turnip mosaic virus (TuMV, genus
Potyvirus, family Potyviridae). Some, but not all, of the tar-
gets of nbe-miR166h-p5, including a receptor-like kinase and
an auxin-responsive protein, were downregulated in PVX-
infected plants, consistent with the upregulation of their con-
trolling miRNA, nbe-miR166h-p5. However, individually si-
lencing of these targets was not sufficient to reproduce PVX-
like chlorosis, suggesting that additional layers of regulation
exist between PVX-induced upregulation of nbe-miR166h-p5
and the induction of PVX symptoms (Wang et al. 2018).

Infection of wheat (Tritium aestivum) by barley yellow
dwarf virus (BYDV, genus Luteovirus, family Luteoviridae)
isolate GAV is marked by leaf yellowing and plant dwarfing.
Transcriptomic analysis by microarrays revealed that genes
controlling chlorophyll biosynthesis and chloroplast function-
ing, along with hormone metabolism, were well represented
among the DEGs identified (Rong et al. 2018). Ultrastructural
examination showed that leaf yellowing was associated with
abnormal chloroplast development. It is hoped that data such
as these will be followed up with functional characterization
of the identified differentially expressed genes.

While comparison of transcriptomes from healthy tissue to
those from virus-infected tissue provide an overview of the
general impacts of viral infection on host gene transcription, a
more informative experimental design is to compare two dif-
ferent states of virus infection to each other and to a healthy
control. This allows for the possible identification of specific
genes involved in symptom development by uncovering those
genes impacted more strongly by the more severe virus state.
For example, infection of N. benthamiana by peanut stunt
virus (PSV, genus Cucumovirus, family Bromoviridae) in-
duces mosaics, leaf malformations and plant stunting. These
symptoms are more severe when PSV is co-inoculated with a
satRNA. In comparing the transcriptomic profiles of
N. benthamiana infected with PSV alone or PSV with
satRNA, Obrepalska-Steplowska et al. (2018) found that
while genes differentially expressed in response to either in-
fection largely overlapped, the main difference was the inten-
sity with which expression was altered, with the more severe
infection (PSV + satRNA) inducing larger fold-changes in ex-
pression of many gene families. However, it should be noted
that DEGs unique to each virus state were detected, with
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PSV + satRNA having more uniquely regulated genes than
PSValone. One of the most abundant class of genes uniquely
regulated by PSV + satRNA were those associated with pro-
tein modification processes, such as phosphorylation. The au-
thors also noted changes in many of the pathways found to be
altered in other plant virus systems, including hormone sig-
naling, chloroplast functioning, cellular metabolism, protein
translation, etc.

In another example, the transcriptomic changes induced by
viruses causing distinct suites of symptoms were investigated.
In tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), tomato chlorosis virus
(ToCV, genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae) induces
chlorosis and anthocyanin accumulation (purple pigmentation
of infected leaves), while TYLCV causes stunting, reduced
leaf size, and yellowing and curling of young leaves. Co-
infection with these two viruses leads to simultaneous expres-
sion of both symptom suites: stunted plants with smaller
leaves sporting purple pigmentation. As seen with PSV +
satRNA (Obrepalska-Steplowska et al. 2018), a co-infection
which induced more severe symptoms was marked by a larger
number of DEGs than detected in either single infection.
Interestingly, over 500 genes were specifically regulated by
co-infection, suggesting that the marked increase in DEG dur-
ing co-infection is synergistic rather than merely additive.
Genes involved in pigment metabolism were enriched among
DEG in ToCV infection, while those enriched in TYLCV
viruses included pathways for plant hormone signal transduc-
tion and development. This observation was followed up by
showing that brassinosteroid levels were greatly reduced in
TYLCV-infected plants and that TYLCV stunting symptoms
could be alleviated by foliar brassinosteroid applications.
Genes involved in photosynthesis were downregulated in all
three infection conditions, consistent with findings from a
wide variety of plant virus systems.

Overall expression patterns for wild-type and recessive
resistance-breaking isolates of melon necrotic spot virus
(MNSV, genus Carmovirus, family Tombusviridae) were
similar for both isolates in a susceptible melon cultivar
lacking the recessive resistance allele. However, some spe-
cific genes from a wide range of functional classes were
found to be specifically regulated by the resistance-
breaking isolate. This suggests that on a global level, both
isolates interact with the host in a similar manner, with only
a surprisingly small, though potentially significant, propor-
tion of genes responding in an isolate-specific manner. The
authors noted that they could not find a common regulatory
or functional feature among the genes identified as being
uniquely regulated by the resistance-breaking isolate
(Gómez-Aix et al. 2016). This is important because it high-
lights the fact that while transcriptomic studies can identify
host responses which are specific to a given virus isolate,
they cannot yet identify the functional or mechanistic sig-
nificance of the specific responses. Follow-up functional

characterization of such host components are still needed
to understand their role in virus infection.

Papaya sticky disease (PSD) is marked by spontaneous
exudation of plant latex leading to unmarketable fruit. PSD
develops post-flowering in Carica papaya plants co-infected
with papaya meleira virus (PMeV, dsRNA, unassigned) and
papaya meleira virus 2 (PMeV2, ssRNA, unassigned); infect-
ed plants remain asymptomatic prior to flowering. RNA se-
quencing of pre- and post-flowering plants infected with the
PMeV complex revealed that more genes are differentially
expressed during the asymptomatic (pre-flowering) stage of
the disease than during the symptomatic (post-flowering)
stage, a marked contrast to other studies that typically identi-
fied a correlation between the breadth of transcriptomic
changes and the severity of symptom expression. It is inter-
esting to note that while genes classified into the functional
categories typically seen in plant-virus transcriptomics studies
(defense responses, hormone signaling, chloroplast function-
ing, protein translation and cellular transport) were differen-
tially expressed in both pre- and post-flowering PSD plants,
some of the most highly accumulated genes in both datasets
were genes with unknown function (Madroñero et al. 2018).
This highlights the reality that the conclusions we can draw
from transcriptomics is only as good as the available
annotations.

Ever since the discovery that chlorosis symptoms in
N. tabacum induced by infection with a satRNA of CMVwere
due to sequence homology between the satRNA and a host
chlorophyll synthesis gene leading to targeting the host gene
mRNA by RNA silencing (Shimura et al. 2011; Smith et al.
2011), there have been searches for further examples of
vsiRNA-targeting of host transcripts as the underlying mech-
anism of virus-induced symptoms. Additional concrete exam-
ples of this mechanism has been reported recently (Shi et al.
2016; Yang et al. 2019). Thanks to reduced costs of small
RNA (sRNA) sequencing (also called deep sequencing) and
the proliferation of sequenced plant genomes, it is fairly easy
to find putative host gene targets among the vsiRNAs identi-
fied during virus infection. However, without experimental
validation of decreased expression of the putative targets, we
are left with little insight into what real impacts these vsiRNAs
have on host physiology (Qiu et al. 2017). When follow up
studies are conducted, the results may be inconclusive. For
example, Ramesh et al. (2017) found little correlation between
putative targeting of tomato transcripts by TSWV vsiRNAs
and down-regulation. In fact, some of the putatively targeted
transcripts were in fact upregulated during TSWV infection.
These authors astutely point out that the study of virus-host
interactions at the RNA silencing interface is bound to be
complicated, given that both parties encode a gauntlet of pro-
teins specifically intended to manipulate RNA silencing ma-
chinery, likely precluding the possibility of a tidy one-to-one
relat ionship between vsiRNA targeting and host
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transcriptomic responses. Likewise, Lan et al. (2018) followed
up their sRNA deep-sequencing of rice infected with rice
black-streaked dwarf virus (RBSDV, genus Fijivirus, family
Reoviridae) with degradome sequencing to detect host targets
actually degraded following targeting by vsiRNAs. A total of
25 target genes was found within the degradome which
mapped to confirmed RBSDV vsiRNAs. This is a far cry from
the nearly 200 putative targets of CMV vsiRNAs identified
within the tobacco genome (Qiu et al. 2017). This suggests
that the joint interpretation of deep sequencing and
transcriptomic data will require nuance and extensive experi-
mental validation.

Environmental factors involved in symptom
development

It has long been observed that temperature can have a signif-
icant impact on the outcome of plant virus infections. In some
virus-host combinations, increased temperatures can exacer-
bate virus symptoms (Selman and Grant 1957). In other cases,
elevated temperatures trigger a phenomenon called Bheat
masking^ in which symptoms are reduced or eliminated at
higher temperatures despite continued infection of the host
(Kassanis 1952). While modern studies continue to describe
both positive (Wosula et al. 2016; Chung et al. 2018) and
negative (Chung et al. 2016; del Toro et al. 2017; Godfrey
et al. 2017; Masinde et al. 2018) correlations between temper-
ature and the severity of plant viral diseases, there have been
fewer studies which probe the underlying molecular mecha-
nisms of these phenomena.

In CMV-infected N. tabacum, incubation at higher temper-
atures (28 °C versus 18 °C) led to higher viral accumulation
and more severe vein clearing symptoms. Molecular charac-
terization of CMV-infected plants revealed that several
salicylic acid (SA) associated genes were upregulated at lower
temperatures, while jasmonic acid (JA) associated genes were
upregulated at higher temperatures (Zhao et al. 2016). SA-
dependent responses are typically associated with plant de-
fense against biotrophic pathogens, while JA pathways are
often triggered in response to necrotrophic pathogens. These
pathways are antagonistic to one another such that plants in
which JA pathways are induced are more susceptible to
biotrophic pathogens and vice versa.

Similarly, tracking of heat shock protein (HSP) and
pathogenesis-related (PR) genes in both resistant and suscep-
tible S. tuberosum plants during potato virus Y (PVY, genus
Potyvirus, family Potyviridae) infection at different tempera-
tures revealed that both cultivars upregulated HSP genes in
response to heat stress, but that the resistant cultivar had
higher HSP levels overall. PR genes were upregulated in the
resistant cultivar during heat stress, but downregulated in the

susceptible cultivar. This correlated with an increase in symp-
tom severity in the susceptible cultivar.

A severe strain of alternanthera mosaic virus (AltMV, ge-
nus Potexvirus, family Alphaflexiviridae) induces mosaic and
localized necrosis inN. benthamiana at 25 °C. At 15 °C, these
symptoms escalate to systemic necrosis and plant death by 30
dpi. A chimera containing the CP of a mild AltMV strain
reduced severe strain symptoms to systemic mosaic at
15 °C. The severe strain CPwas competent to induce systemic
necrosis via heterologous expression within a PVX vector,
suggesting that the CP is specifically a symptom elicitor.
While there was no significant difference in viral titer of the
severe and mild strain at a given temperature, the titer of both
strains was significantly higher at 15 °C compared to 25 °C.
This fits the trend of symptom severity correlating with the
absolute titer of a symptom elicitor. It was found that the SN-
inducing form of the CP interacts with a boron transporter,
likely perturbing boron metabolism and triggering systemic
necrosis (Lim et al. 2014).

It is surprising that given the notable increase in applying
transcriptomic techniques to the study of plant virus symp-
toms, there appears to be a shortage of studies which include
temperature as a variable. Indeed, in their review of plant
transcriptomic responses to biotic and abiotic stresses, Zhang
and Sonnewald (2017) noted that the number of studies
Bapplying combined stress scenarios…is still very low.^ As
mentioned earlier, the falling prices of transcriptomic and oth-
er systems biology approaches should allow the field of plant
virology to expand into this largely unexplored area of
research.

The other dimensions: space and time

In the resurgence of the Bgrind-and-find^ era of plant virus
research, it can be easy to forget that plant tissues do not
represent a homogenous swath of cells. Most advanced pro-
filing techniques focus on leaf tissue, yet leaves are compli-
cated plant organs comprised of a varied population of cells
which may respond to virus infection differently. Yang et al.
(2007) spatially dissected the transcriptomic responses of
A. thaliana to TuMVinfection. They found that the magnitude
of mRNA changes correlated with the local accumulation in
TuMVas it spread from initial infection foci. This framework
could be used to explain the fact that comparative transcripto-
mics of A. thaliana plants infected with TuMV revealed no
significant DEGs at a very early timepoint (4 dpi) (Sánchez
et al. 2015). In fact, these authors posited that Bthere was
probably a dilution effect with uninfected tissue.^ This serves
as a forewarning in the design of time-course studies of plant
virus systems which utilize systems biology techniques:
namely, that time-course studies should account for the un-
even spatial distribution of viruses within plant tissue.
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Profiling of the sRNA populations of A. thaliana infected
with oilseed rape mosaic virus (ORMV) or crucifer-infecting
tobacco mosaic virus (TMV-Cg, both of genus Tobamovirus,
family Virgaviridae) revealed that both infections led to in-
creased miRNA accumulations by 4 dpi, though the mild var-
iant (TMV-Cg) actually caused a decrease in micro RNA
(miRNA) accumulation at 2 dpi before catching up with the
more severe variant (ORMV) by 4 dpi. Notably, this increase
in miRNAs did not translate to a decrease in the accumulation
of the mRNAs targeted by these miRNAs (Zavallo et al.
2015), leaving us with no mechanistic insight into how differ-
ences in the sRNA populations of plants infected with these
two different viruses explains their different symptoms.

Conclusions and perspectives

Recent advances in our understanding of the development of
plant virus symptoms have revealed some emerging trends.
First, we continue to see evidence that symptoms arise from
specific interactions between plant viruses and their hosts. In
accordance with this model, it is possible for virus-host inter-
actions to be changed directly (i.e. alteration of molecular
contact points between components) or indirectly (e.g. aber-
rant localization of components), resulting in a change in
symptom development. Furthermore, evidence is mounting
that plant viruses commonly self-attenuate symptom develop-
ment, possibly for evolutionary advantage. This trend is thor-
oughly reviewed in Paudel and Sanfaçon (2018). The rise of
advanced profiling techniques (particularly transcriptomics)
applied to plant virus symptomatology has revealed some
common host responses to virus infection, particularly disrup-
tion of photosynthesis-related genes. However, such studies
often reveal more differences than similarities, highlighting
the need for hypothesis driven follow-up studies for validation
of systems biology data. Thus, a chasm still looms between
the conclusions reached through Bclassical^ plant virus symp-
tom determinant research and those reached via Bomics^ stud-
ies. Concrete, mechanistic linkages between identified viral
symptom determinants and global host physiological re-
sponses remain rare. Together, now more than ever, it is ap-
parent that plant virus disease symptoms arise from complex
and dynamic mechanisms of interplays between virus and host
interactants that are influenced by environmental factors, as
well as the temporal and spatial contexts of virus infections. It
is expected that new discoveries will shed light on the mech-
anistic underpinnings of virus-host interactions for symptom
development.
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